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Abstract— Accurate prediction of solar activity as one aspect 
of space weather phenomena is essential to decrease the damage 
from these activities on the ground based communication, power 
grids, etc. Recently, the connectionist models of the brain such as 
neural networks and neuro-fuzzy methods have been proposed to 
forecast space weather phenomena; however, they have not been 
able to predict solar activity accurately. That has been a 
motivation for the development of the connectionist model of the 
brain; this paper aims to apply a connectionist model of the brain 
to accurately forecasting solar activity, in particular, solar cycle 
24. The neuro-fuzzy method has been referred to as the brain 
emotional learning-based recurrent fuzzy system (BELRFS). 
BELRFS is tested for prediction of solar cycle 24, and the 
obtained results are compared with well-known neuro-fuzzy 
methods and neural networks as well as with physical-based 
methods. 

Keywords—brain emotional learning-based recurrent fuzzy 
system, emotional system, solar activity forecasting,   

I. INTRODUCTION  

Solar activity is a quasi-periodic space weather 
phenomenon that affects Earth’s atmosphere which in turn 
causes harmful effects on space-based and ground-based 
communication systems such as satellites in low Earth orbit, 
high frequency radio communication systems and global 
positioning systems (GPS) [1]-[3]. To mitigate these adverse 
effects, alert systems for solar events have been developed. 
One central component of these alert systems is used to 
forecast solar activity by using records of solar activity indices 
such as sunspot numbers [3], [4]. Different types of neural 
networks, such as multilayer perceptron (MLP), weight 
elimination neural network (WNET) and local output gamma 
feedback neural network (LOGF-NN), along with various 
fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy models, have been tested to predict the 
maximum amplitude of the solar cycle using sunspot 
numbers[5]-[7].    

The current cycle, Solar Cycle 24, began on January 10th 
2008 and will last until 2018. This cycle is different from other 
cycles in three aspects: first, it has a ‘long and deep minimum’ 
[8], [9] (see Fig. 1); second, it has the smallest amplitude of 
any of the 10 past cycles (see Fig. 2); third, it has two peaks, 
the first in 2013 and the second, which is larger, in April 2014. 
Prediction of this solar cycle has captured much attention, and 
a comprehensive review of the predictions for this cycle by 
different methods is presented in [8]-[10]. 

In this paper, a new connectionist model that has been 
developed by taking inspiration from one of the emotional 

systems in mammalians is utilized to predict solar cycle 24. 
The connectionist model is based on the neural structure of fear 
conditioning [11], which is a mechanism by which a biological 
system learns fearful stimuli to predict aversive events. The 
model is referred to as the Brain Emotional Learning based 
Fuzzy Recurrent System (BELRFS) and was introduced in 
[12].  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
gives a brief review of emotional learning in the brain and of 
the computational model of emotional learning. Section III 
describes the structure of BELRFS briefly. Section IV explains 
the Locally Linear Model Tree Learning Algorithm 
(LoLiMoT), which is used for comparison. Section V examines 
BELRFS to predict solar cycle 24. Section VI discusses 
notable conclusions. 
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Fig. 1. The smoothed and non-smoothed sunspot numbers for solar cycle 23 
and solar cycle 24. 
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 Fig. 2. The solar cycles from 1899 to 2014. 

II. A REVIEW OF COMPUTATIONAL MODELS OF EMOTION  

Computational models of emotion imitate aspects of 
emotion for specific purposes. A good example is a 
computational model that is called the amygdala-orbitofrontal 
system, it was introduced to simulate emotional learning in the 
brain. Computational models of emotions can be utilized to 
develop emotion-based decision-making models, emotion-
based controllers, and emotion-based prediction models. 

A.   Three Applications of the Computational Model of 
Emotion 

a) Emotion-based decision-making model: This model is the 
basis of the artificially intelligent (AI) emotional agent that 
integrates emotional reactions with rational reactions. EMAI 
(Emotionally Motivated Artificial Intelligence) was one of the 
first attempts to develop emotion-based agents. It was applied 
to simulate artificial soccer playing [13], and its results were 
fairly good. The Cathexis model [14] was another emotional 
agent developed to react to an environment by imitating an 
emotional decision-making process in humans. The model of 
the mind [15] was developed as a modular artificial agent to 
generate emotional behavior for making decisions. An agent 
architecture that called Emotion-based Robotic Agent 
Development (in reverse order, DARE) was developed on the 
basis of the somatic marker theory; it was tested in a multi-
agent system and showed ability in modeling social and 
emotional behavior [16]. 

b)Emotion-based controller: The first practical 
implementation of an emotion-based controller is BELBIC 
(Brain Emotional Learning-Based Intelligent Controller) [17]. 
It was developed on the basis of Moren’s and Balkenius’ 
computational model [18]-[20]. The BELBIC has been 
successfully employed as an intelligent controller for 
controlling heating and air conditioning [21], of aerospace 
launch vehicles [22], intelligent washing machines [23], and 
trajectory tracking for stepper motors [24]. Another emotion-
based intelligent controller is a neuro-fuzzy controller [25], 

which was integrated with emotion-based performance 
measurement to tune the parameters of the controller. 
Application of emotion-based controller in robotics was 
proposed in [26], which is an interesting example of applying 
emotional concepts in robotic applications and imitating the 
reinforcement learning aspect of emotional processing. The 
results of applying emotion-based controllers have shown that 
they have the capability to overcome uncertainty and 
complexity issues of control applications. Specifically, the 
BELBIC has been proven to outperform others in terms of 
simplicity, reliability, and stability [17], [21]-[24]. 

 
c) Emotion-based prediction models: Developing prediction 

models by imitating the emotional processing of the brain has 
captured the attention of researchers in the AI area. So far, 
some studies have been carried out to develop new neural 
networks by imitating some aspects of emotional learning. 
Good examples are the hippocampus-neocortex and amygdala 
hippocampus models, which have been proposed as neural 
network models [25], [26]. They combine associative neural 
networks with emotional learning concepts.  

One type of emotion-based prediction models [27]-[36] can 
be referred to as brain emotional learning-based recurrent 
fuzzy system (BELRFS) that has been developed to predict 
the chaotic time series such as the Lorenz time series, sunspot 
numbers and auroral electrojet (AE) index [29]. 

 
B.    A Computational Model of Emotional Learning   
As was mentioned, the amygdala-orbitofrontal system is a 

type of computational model that has been defined to imitate 
emotional learning. It has a simple structure, which has been 
inherited from some parts of the limbic system (e.g., the 
amygdala, thalamus and sensory cortex). Its structure imitates 
the interaction between those parts of the limbic system and 
formulates the emotional response using mathematical 
equations [37]. The amygdala-orbitofrontal system consists of 
two subsystems: the amygdala and the orbitofrontal 
subsystems. Each subsystem has several nodes and receives a 
feedback signal (a reward). The model’s output function has 
been defined as subtracting the orbitofrontal cortex’s response 
from the amygdala’s response. The learning rules aim to 
update the weights of the amygdala and the orbitofrontal 
subsystems. Due to its simplicity, it has been the basis of most 
controllers and prediction models inspired by emotional 
learning. 

Figure 3 shows that the amygdala-orbitofrontal system 
consists of two main parts, the amygdala and the orbitofrontal 
cortex, and two accessory parts, the thalamus, and the sensory 
cortex. The interactions between the four parts of the model 
imitate the interactions between the parts of the brain that 
process emotional stimuli. The internal structure of each part 
of the model has been explained by the networking concept of 
a node [37], and the input, output, and function of each part 
are described below.   

Thalamus: this is the first part of the system and is the part 



that receives information and provides the coarse value of the 
information to send to the sensory cortex and the amygdala. 

Sensory Cortex: this part receives information from the 
thalamus and sends this information to the amygdala and the 
orbitofrontal cortex.     

Amygdala: this part receives input from the thalamus, the 
sensory cortex, and the orbitofrontal cortex. This part of the 
system consists of nodes, and each of which is labeled A , and 
the output of the amygdala is calculated as in (1).  

 å i
i

A  

Orbitofrontal cortex: this part of the system receives 
inputs from the sensory cortex and the amygdala. It also 
consists of nodes, each node of which is labeled O . The output 
of the model is calculated as in (2). 

 å i
i

O  

The final output, E, of the model is calculated as (3) [34].  

 = -å åi i
i i

E A O  

 
                           
Fig. 3. The amygdala-orbitofrontal system (copied from [37] with 

permission). Receiving a sensory input as ‘S’ with three dimensions, the 
thalamus processes ‘S’ and sends its output to the amygdala, which consists of 
four nodes; the outputs of the amygdala are sent to the orbitofrontal cortex; this 
part consists of three nodes and receives another input from the sensory cortex. 
The output of the orbitofrontal cortex is sent to the ‘E’ node of the amygdala 
that is responsible for providing the final output of the amygdala-orbitofrontal 
system.  

III. BRAIN EMOTIONAL LEARNING-BASED RECURRENT FUZZY 

SYSTEM  

The Brain Emotional Learning-based Recurrent Fuzzy 
System (BELRFS) is inspired by the neural structure of fear 
conditioning and have been developed as prediction and 
classification models [29]. This paper briefly explains the 
structural and functional aspects of BELRFS. Moreover, the 
learning algorithm of BELRFS is briefly described.     

A.  Structural and Functional Aspects of BELRFS 

BELRFS consists of the following four main parts (see Fig. 
4.(a)): the thalamus (TH), the sensory cortex (CX), the 
amygdala (AMYG), and the orbitofrontal cortex (ORBI). 
These parts imitate the connections between the thalamus, 
sensory cortex, amygdala, and orbitofrontal cortex, which are 
regions of the brain with roles in fear conditioning. The 
following steps explain how each part of BELRFS is connected 
to other parts. As Fig.4.(a) depicts, BELRFS receives an input 
as inputi , from the training data set N u

u u , j j 1{ } ==I i , where 

uN denotes the number of training samples and the 

subscript u is used to determine the input data that is chosen 
from the training data set.  As the figure indicates TH is the 
first part to receive and process the input vector; AMYG is the 

final part to provide 
f
r as the output of BELRFS. Note that 

AMYG receives inputs from TH, CX and ORBI; AMYG 

provides input

e

a
p  and sends it to ORBI; while ORBI provides 

inputo
r and sends it to AMYG, which is responsible for providing 

inputf
r . Figure 4 also describes the internal structure of BELRFS 

and its connections. As can be seen, each part consists of 
several internal sub parts; for example, TH is divided into 
MAX_MIN (MAXimum-MINimum) and AGG 
(AGGregation), which are responsible for providing 
thMax ︳Min

input and AGG
inputth , respectively.  
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Fig .4. The structure of BELRFS (a). The outline structure of BELRFS and 
the connection between different parts; (b). The internal structure of BELRFS 
and its connections.   

 

AMYG consists of two parts, BL and CM; BL represents 
the basal and lateral parts of the amygdala; while CM 
represents the accessory basal and the cortico-medial region of 

the amygdala. The BL is responsible for providing
inputa

r , while 

CM provides the final output 
f
r . ORBI is also divided into two 

subparts, MO and LO, which respectively imitate the 
functionality of the medial and lateral parts of the orbitofrontal 
cortex. The function of each part by receiving  inputi can be 

explained as the following:  

1. TH receives inputi , it consists of two parts that are named 

“MAX_MIN” ( MAXimum_MINimum) and “AGG” 
(AGGregation). The function of these parts is implemented by 
the function of the assigned adaptive networks. Equations (4) 
and (5) calculate the functions of MAX_MIN and AGG that 
providing and respectively. 

 MAX _ MIN
AD inputF ( )th i=MAX ︳MIN

input  

 AGG AGG Max -Min
input AD inputF ( , )inputth i th=  

Note that, the function of an adaptive network depends on 
the function of the adaptive nodes and the weights of the feed 
forward connections. The function of an adaptive network can 
be denoted as (.)ADF .  

 2. CX receives AGG
inputth  and provides inputs using an adaptive 

network whose function is calculated by (6). The output of 
CX, inputs , is sent to the AMYG and ORBI.    

 CX AGG
input AD inputF ( )s th=  

3. The AMYG receives thMAX ︳MIN
input and inputs from the TH 

and the CX, respectively. As was mentioned earlier, the 
AMYG consists of two parts that are named “BL” and “CM”. 
The former is responsible for imitating the function of the 

basal and lateral parts of the amygdala; while CM is 
responsible for copying the function of the accessory basal 
and cortico-medial region of the amygdala [11]. The AMYG 

provides the primary output,
inputa

r ,and the expected 

punishment, input

e

a
p , that is sent to the ORBI (the subscript a is 

used to show the outputs of the AMYG ). Similar to the other 
parts, the functionality of BL and CM are implemented using 
the functions of adaptive networks. Equation (7) 

calculates
inputa

r .  


input

BL
, )ADa F (r th s= MAX ︳MIN

input input  

4. The ORBI receives inputs  and provides the secondary 

output,
inputo

r , using (8).  


input

ORBI
o ADF ( )r s= input  

5. Receiving 
inputa

r and
inputo

r , the AMYG provides the final 

output 
inputf

r  (the subscript f has been used to show the final 

outputs) using (9). 

 ,
input input input

CM
f AD a oF ( )r r r=  

B. Learning Aspect of BELRFS 

The learning algorithm is a hybrid learning algorithm [38] 
that consists of Steepest Descent (SD) and Least Square 
Estimator (LSE). SD is utilized to update the parameters of 
adaptive nodes, while LSE is used to adjust the weights of the 
feed forward connections.  

IV. LOCAL LINEAR MODEL TREE ALGORITHM  

The Local Linear Model Tree algorithm (LoLiMoT) is a 
learning algorithm for local linear neuro-fuzzy model that is 
depicted by Fig. 5 [39]. The model has a neuro-fuzzy structure 
with one hidden layer, which consists of fuzzy neurons, and 
one linear output layer. The fuzzy neuron divides the input 
space into small subspaces using a locally linear model and a 
validity function, normalized Gaussian [39]. The output of the 
local linear model is calculated using (10), in which 

1 2 RU [u , u ...u ]=  is the input vector of the model with 

R dimensions. The weights of a local linear node such as j 
can be considered as a vector 

0 1 pj j j[ , ,..., ]= w w ww .  


0 1 2 pj j j 1 j 2 j Rŷ u u u=w +w +w + +w  

The output of the model is calculated as the weighted 
summation of locally linear models by (11) [15], where ( )j uj   



is the validity function of each neuron, as calculated by (12), 
and ( )j um or ( )j xm is the Gaussian function calculated by (13) 

[37]. Here, x  is a subset of u that is sent to the nonlinear part 

of the node, while j1c and j1s are parameters of the validity 

function.   
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Fig. 5. The structure of LoLiMoT. 
 

The learning parameters of the model are classified into the 
linear parameters (the weighs in equation (10)), the local 
linear model parameters and nonlinear parameters, which 
correspond to validity functions. A global optimization 
method based on the least squares method is utilized to 
optimize the M(R 1)  linear learning parameters [39]. Here, 

M is the number of fuzzy neurons of the hidden layer and 
R is the dimension of the input vector. The least squares 
method updates the vector of the linear parameters, W , that is 
described by (14) [39].  

 1 1 2 2 M M0 R 0 R 0 R
W [ ,..., , ..., ,..., ,..., ]        

The updating rules are formulated in (15) while the output 
of the model is calculated in (16), in these, X is a matrix of 

jX as given by (17), and each jX is a matrix of corresponding 

validation functions to the local neuron j as (18) [1] and [15], 
y and ŷ are the target output and the obtained output, 

respectively. 

 T 1 TŴ (X X) X y  

 ˆŷ X.W  

 1 j MX X ,.., X ,..., X     

     

     

j 1 j R j

j

j u 1 u j u R u j u

(1) ,u (1) (1) ,...,u (1) (1)

X ....

(N ) ,u (N ) (N ) ,...,u (N ) (N )

   
 

  
    

u u u

u u u

    (18) 

To optimize the learning parameters, which are divided into 
the linear and nonlinear parameters, the local linear model tree 
algorithm (LoLiMoT) is applied. This algorithm, which is an 
incremental heuristic algorithm, consists of two loops. The first 
loop updates the nonlinear parameters and the nested loop 
optimizes the linear parameters. The following steps explain 
LoLiMoT [39]: 

1) An initial model is selected and considered as the 
starting point for the algorithm. Starting with M=1 means that 
the initial model has one neuron in the hidden layer.  

2) The local cost function, which is formulated in (19), is 
calculated for each neuron. The worst local linear model 
(LLM) that has a maximum value of the loss function is 
selected and indicated by l , where 2e (.) is the absolute error. 

  
uN

2
j j

input 1

I e (input) u(input)


   

 3) The loss function is calculated for all possible divisions 
of l . The best one, the partition that has a minimum value for 
the loss function, is selected and indicated by k . 

4) The validity function that corresponds to k is added and 
the number of locally linear models is increased by one.   

5) The algorithm is stopped if the termination condition is 
satisfied, otherwise it goes to step 2 and continues.  

        The main preference of LoLiMoT is its low time 
complexity because of its linear growth with the number of 
fuzzy neurons.  

V. EVALUATION OF BELRFS 

As mentioned, this paper compares the results obtained 
from applying BELRFS and LoLiMoT to predict solar cycle 
24.  To do so, the normalized mean square error (NMSE), 
which is given in (20), is utilized to measure the performance 



of the prediction models. Here inputfr -  and 
input

r   refer to the 

predicted values and desired values, respectively. The 
parameter inputr is the average of the desired values.  

 u u

inputinput input input

N N
2 2

input 1 input 1
f ( )NMSE (r r ) r r- -

= =

= å å  

The first experiment is the non-smoothed monthly sunspot 
numbers [41] from 1700 until April 1996. It is used to train 
the BELRFS and LoLiMoT, models that are then tested by 
using them to predict a part of solar cycle 23 and solar cycle 
24 one, five and ten months in advance. Note that during solar 
cycle 24, there are two peak values for the (non-smoothed) 
monthly sunspot numbers. The first is at 96.7 and the second 
is at 102.3. The NMSEs obtained and the predicted values of 
the first and second peaks of solar cycle 24 are listed in Table 
I, showing that both BELRFS and LoLiMoT have similar 
results in terms of NMSEs. The maximum absolute errors for 
LoLiMoT and BELRFS are 16 and 19 respectively (these are 
related to the ten-month ahead prediction of the second peak). 
Hence, it can be concluded that for long-term prediction, 
LoLiMoT performs better than BELRFS. Fig. 6 describes the 
values predicted by BELRFS and LoLiMoT versus the real 
values of monthly sunspot numbers from May 1996 to 
September 2014 (parts of solar cycle 23 and 24). As Fig. 6 
shows, BELRFS is slightly better than LoLiMoT in predicting 
the first peak. The predicted value of the first peak obtained by 
BELRFS is 87.8 while LoLiMoT predicts that the first peak is 
90.57.    

TABLE I.  COMPARISON BETWEEN BELRFS LOLIMOT PREDICTIONS OF 
SOLAR CYCLES WITH NON-SMOOTHED MONTHLY SUNSPOT NUMBERS. 

Learning  
Method  

Characteristics of prediction 
Prediction 
horizon (month 
in advance)  

Predicted  
Values of First and 
Second peak 

NMSE 

BELRFS One month  
First peak=87.8 
Second peak=95.38 

1.330e-1 

BELRFS Five month  
First peak=72.15 
Second peak=108.32 

2.694e-1 

BELRFS Ten month  
First peak=91.97 
Second peak=121 

3.32e-1 

LoLiMoT One month  
First peak=90.57 
Second peak=95.6 

1.325e-1 

LoLiMoT Five month 
First peak=111 
Second peak=91.9 

2.732e-1 

LoLiMoT Ten month  
First peak=96.98 
Second peak=118.1 

3.487e-1 

Real 
Values 

---------- 
First peak=96.7 
Second peak=102.3 

----------- 
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 (b) 
Fig. 5. The one month in advance values predicted of solar cycle 23 and 

solar cycle 24 (a). The red dotted lines show the values predicted by BELRFS. 
(b) The blue dashed line shows the values predicted by LoLiMoT. 

In the second experiment, the smoothed monthly sunspot 
time series from March 1996 to September 2014 is recursively 
predicted by BELRFS and LoLiMoT. Hence, the monthly 
sunspot numbers from 1700 until 1975 are considered as 
training data. And the sunspot numbers from January 1976 to 
April 1996 are predicted (the step of prediction is one month 
ahead) by both methods. These predicted values without any 
correction due to the observed values, are then added to the 
training data and the monthly sunspots from March 1996 to 
September 2014, which are parts of solar cycles 23 and 24, are 
predicted. Note that during solar cycle 24, the smoothed 
monthly sunspot numbers have shown two peak values, the 
first at 66.9 during the second at 87.6. The graphs in Fig. 6 
show the recursively predicted values by BELRFS and 
LoLiMoT. It can be observed that the performance of 
BELRFS is similar to the one of LoLiMoT. Table II compares 
BELRFS and LoLiMoT regarding the predicted values and 
times of occurrence of the two peaks during this cycle. As 
both Table II and Fig. 6 show, the results obtained by 
BELRFS are close to those obtained by LoLiMoT, which is 
considered a powerful prediction model [5]. Thus, BELRFS, 
which is model inspired by the emotional system, can also be 
utilized as a chaotic time series predictor and performs 
similarly to LoLiMoT.   

  



TABLE II.  COMPARISON BETWEEN LOLIMOT AND BELRFS IN 
PREDICTING SOLAR CYCLE 24.  

Learning  
Method  

Characteristics of prediction 
NMSE First Peak  Second Peak  

BELRFS 0.002 68.16 88.17 

LoLiMoT 0.0019 67.73 88.29 

Real 
values 

----- 66.9 87.6 

  
As discussed earlier, prediction of solar cycle 24 has 

captured a lot of attention, and various space weather centers 
and research groups [42] have made efforts to predict the 
maximum amplitude of this cycle and the time of occurrence 
during this cycle. Table III lists different neuro-fuzzy methods 
and neural networks that have been applied to predicting this 
cycle. The interesting point is that none of them had predicted 
the second peak of the cycle. It should be noted that this table 
just aims to present the attempts that have done to predict 
solar cycle 24. In order to compare the performance of 
BELRFS with these methods, the similar training and test data 
sets should be considered.    observed value 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.6.(a). Recursively predicted values, one-month ahead, for smoothed 
monthly sunspot numbers from May 1996 to September 2014 using 
BELRFS.(b). Recursively predicted values, one-month ahead, for smoothed 
monthly sunspots from May 1996 to September 2014 using LoLiMoT. 

 

TABLE III.  PRESENTING  DIFFERENT METHODS FOR PREDICTING SOLAR 
CYCLE 24 

Methods  
Characteristics of Methods  

Peak Values 
 (first, second) 

Peak Time(first, 
second) 

Reference 

BELRFS 
First peak=87.8 

Second peak=95.38 
First time =2013 

Second time=2014 
this paper 

LoLiMoT 
First=90.57 

Second=95.6 
First time =2013 

Second time=2014 
this paper 

Neural 
Network 

First=65±13 
Second=NA 

First time =2013 
Second time=NA 

[43] 

Neural 
Network 

First=145 
Second=NA 

First time =2009 
Second time=NA 

[44] 

Neuro- 
fuzzy 

Methods 

First=145 
Second=NA 

First time =2011-
2012 

Second time=NA 

[45] 

Neuro- 
fuzzy 

Methods 

First=101±8 
Second=NA 

First time =2013 
Second time=NA 

[46] 

Observed 
values  

First= 72  
Second= 81.9 

First time =2013 
Second time=2014 

[40] 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper applied BELRFS to be used as a prediction 
model of solar cycle 24. The performance of this model has 
been evaluated by testing it on solar cycle 24. The results 
obtained have shown that this model is as accurate a 
prediction model as LoLiMoT. Hence, BELRFS can be 
considered as a solar activity forecasting model with a good 
performance. In addition it is possible to modify it to provide a 
more accurate prediction model. In future work, BELRFS will 
also be applied to the prediction of geomagnetic storms.  
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